Location: West end of the tombolo, stand next to boulder in front of informative kiosk.

Access: Park at the Kukutali Preserve parking lot and walk 0.3 mi across tombolo to west side; *Caution: uneven terrain and potential impasse due to tide. A Discover Pass is required and a restroom is available at the parking area.

Map:
Location of scope/surveyor

Figure 1 Looking west from tombolo, note surveyor’s location in relation to boulder and kiosk.

Figure 2 Looking east from kiosk toward tombolo.

Figure 3 Looking south from trail, note surveyor’s location in relation to boulder.
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Figure 4 Looking northeast (left and ahead) from survey point. Driftwood in front of trees with their trunks exposed is 311 m from observer and the door for the light green shed is 258 m from observer.
Figure 4 Looking southeast (right and ahead) from survey point. Bush behind the line of driftwood is 296 m, white house is 352 m, and small brown shed is 378 m from observer.